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From the Chapter Directors:
Greetings Chapter-E!
It’s hard to believe we’re already in October– WHERE has this summer
gone? Temperatures are becoming quite pleasant for riding, leaves are
beginning to turn (and fall).
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Jimmy and Susan Kruse
(864) 561-8939
Membership Enhancement:
David Thompson (864) 551-3890
Rhonda Weed (864) 304-1292
Chapter Educators:
Jerry and Teresa Hill
(864) 908-6114

Over the next month or so, there will be discussions and plans for this
year’s Christmas Party. Keep the date OPEN: December 16th!
We would like to thank each of you that registered for Wings Over the
Smokies. South Carolina was the Largest District outside of Region-N
(highest number of pre-registrations). Congratulations– each of you that
registered helped!
PLEASE take the time to consider attending the Region-A Rally in Eufaula,
AL this year, and get your registration in ASAP. This will be the
LAST chance to attend (it’s the LAST Region-A Rally). We hope that
EVERYONE can make it and show their support, as well as join in what is
GUARANTEED to be one of the best times EVER at a Rally!

Chapter Treasurer:
John Crabtree
(864) 483-3530
SC Rally Events Coordinator:
Janet Crabtree
Public Relations– Info Line:
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Ride Coordinators:
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Jimmy Kruse
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Region-N’s Fall Finale will be coming up very soon also– and this too will be the LAST RegionN Rally. We hope that many of you will be able to make it out for this one as well… Johnson
City is a GREAT place to ride, and we will certainly take advantage of some of the rides up
there, weather permitting!
Chapter-E needs YOUR help! In the coming months, we will be planning some Recruiting
Events, and will have some new Jobs/Positions coming open. If you can spare some time to
help with events, planning, Ride Routes, Ride Coordinating, Motorist Awareness, and several
other items, please let us know!
You’ve noticed the articles on the “History of Rock and Roll” that have been in the newsletter
this last year. Many, Many thanks to Lyle Watson for taking the time to put this together for
our enjoyment! Keep up the good work, Lyle!
David Thompson, who happens to be the Chapter-E Co-MEC, has been working hard to plan
events, Fun, and Activities for all of us to enjoy. In addition to those responsibilities, he’s also
been assisting (or should I say man-handling almost single-handedly) the MAA Booth at Bike
nights. While this is not a “Chapter-E” function specifically, it’s an outreach in which many of
us work together with the folks from MAA, in an effort to accomplish a common goal: Getting
the word and message out to Look Twice– Save a Life! Good job, David: Your hard work is
MUCH appreciated!
This Month we would like to recognize someone that has gone above (and beyond) in terms of
Participation. Almost without exception– if the Chapter has something going on, this person is
there. Sometimes he brings along a side-kick, sometimes not– but you can almost count on him
showing up. Thank you, Tom Plesser, for your dedication!
Reminder: This year’s Christmas Party COST will be based upon your Chapter Gathering ATTENDANCE
from February-November. Every Chapter-E Gathering you attend is helping you to reduce your cost.
ANY of our activities or events are open to VISITORS and other GWRRA members. Did you know
that any GWRRA member is entitled to participate or attend ANY Chapter in the world? Chapter LIFE is one of
the greatest benefits of GWRRA membership. Take the time to introduce yourself, and let them know that you
appreciate them taking the time to join us!

The “Chapter-E Entertainment News” and will contain ride info, news, events, and FUN!!! These
(emailed) Announcements will come directly from one of the two Chapter Email addresses listed
below (on or about THURSDAY evening of each week):
scchaptere@gmail.com

or mec4sce@gmail.com

If you have something you would like to see go out, please send it in to one of these addresses.
This is VERY important, as the GWRRA insurance policy provides coverage for official/scheduled
events. The event must be on the Chapter schedule, Calendar, or sent out from the Chapter!
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We would like to invite EVERYONE to join us for our Weekly Visitor’s Dinners (Tuesdays, Meet at 6, Eat
at 6:30). We will choose the locations in alphabetical order (with a few exceptions for “wildcard letters”).
Information and Location of Visitors Dinners (and various planned rides or activities) can be found in the
Entertainment-News emails, on our Website Calendar, or our Facebook Group Page (as can many other
events, photos, and shared moments of fun).
Please share events, stories or memories that you think others might enjoy on our Facebook Group Page.
Regular / Current Chapter-E Participants may sign up to post.

CHANGED Gathering Reminder:
The FUN starts at 6:30pm on
Tuesday, Oct 10th at
Papa’s & Beer Mexican Restaurant,
317 Haywood Rd., Greenville
We hope to see all of you there!

Working with you to make our
Chapter the BEST it can be!
-Rhonda and Don Weed,
Chapter Directors
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From the Region “A” Educators:

Autumn Riding
Autumn temperatures can fluctuate over the course of a day. Morning
might start out in the low 30s but by mid-afternoon, it could be over 70.
Counter these weather changes by dressing in layers.
Leather jackets are perfect for autumn bike riding. In summer, it's often
too hot, but in the fall, a leather jacket is a great piece of protection from
the wind and dropping temperature. If you buy one that has a removable
lining, when it gets warm again. When wearing darker color jackets its
recommended to wear a bright color vest. (Be Visible)
Also bring multiple pairs of gloves with you if you use your bike to
commute. A thick pair could be ideal on a cold morning, but on your ride
home, if the temperature has picked up, you might want something lighter.
Look out for riding hazards, like leaves, twigs and other debris from
trees often fall into streets during this time of year. While your bike can
withstand running over a single leaf, road debris should generally be
avoided. Hidden under some leaves could be something sharp that could
potentially cause an accident.
Have rain gear stashed on your bike if possible. The rain paired with chilly
weather could cause hypothermia, or at the very least impair your riding
ability.
According to the U.S. Federal Highway Administration, 11 % of vehicle
accidents are caused by rain. Make sure you're prepared and stay aware
of these hazards.
Ride safe and ride often.
Mike & Mary Coral
Oct 2016 Region A Newsletter
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CRUISING WITH THE KRUSES
We hope this finds all of you safe and sound. The weather events have hit hard, recently.
Please continue to pray for the families effected by the storms.
Wing Ding 39 was awesome. We travelled to Grapevine, Texas and caught
up with lots of friends. We also had an opportunity to spend time with
Jimmy's parents in Mason, Texas. We visited San Antonio, seeing the Alamo
and the beautiful Riverwalk. There is a lot of history in Texas!
As well, went to Cedar Creek, Texas and saw a 14 foot squirrel statue. Be sure to ask Jimmy to
share pictures of him standing with the squirrel!
Chapter F had a ride to Hagood Mill in Pickens and we joined them
to listen to the Fiddler Competition. There were crafts, vendors
and lots of good food. Sitting around with our friends from various
chapters is always a good time. Laughter can be heard for quite a
distance.
Please remember to be safe and watch out for
one another.

Enjoy the ride!
-Jimmy & Susan Kruse
Assistants
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From the MEC Corner:

Its ALL about the FUN!!!
MEC- Membership Enhancement Coordinator- long title- short description- “Make Chapter E the most fun it can
be”. If I’m good enough at doing that, it should bring in new members. The big Question is “how do I do that?”
We start by trying to come up with new ideas for things to do. New ride destinations, different things to do on a
ride, new roads, new restaurants, just to name a few. And, while I love GWRRA, and am proud to be a participant
in Chapter E, the truth remains that most of you in the Chapter have been in much longer than me, and you have
already done all the things I can come up with. For me, some of the things to be considered are- distance of the
ride, comfort level on the ride, *Skill Level* required for comfort, road conditions, road type ( hilly, curvy,
straight, highways, back roads) timely stops, etc. Unfortunately, these vary for each individual, as well as what we
like to do. This is where you come in. Please, PLEASE give us your input. You may like something that seems
totally off the chart to others, but please share it anyway. I promise, if it is something we can do safely, I will help
you sell it, and we will make it happen. A good example- I, personally would never have picked going to a drivein on a motorcycle, but, Chapter E being the fun-loving, adventurous Chapter we are, went- as part of a full day
that included going to a flag museum and an air show that same day. If you weren’t there- Ha ha- your loss. Talk
about fun- I personally had an absolute BLAST!! And the flag museum is another one I would never have picked.
But I enjoyed both of them so much, I am ready to go back whenever.
All of you that have been to a drive-in on a motorcycle raise your hand. Go ahead, I’ll wait. Wait a minute, I think
some of you are fibbing. I don’t think that many of you have done that. But guess what?- we can go again- I know
I’m ready. All we really want from each of you are your thoughts. It’s ok if you don’t like someone else’s idea- I’m
sure not everyone will like all of yours. But do this for yourself and everyone else in our Chapter- pick your brainTHINK- give me those ideas. Yes, I probably will call you a dummy, but remember- there are 2 (two) main rules
with me- #1- NEVER take me too seriously, and #2- NEVER, NEVER forget rule #1! The most important thing to
remember for me is- We can disagree without being disagreeable! Go back and read that last statement again.
We can disagree without being disagreeable. Think about it.
We are very Blessed to belong to a very loving, caring Chapter, and we are led by two of the most loving Chapter
Directors out there. Don and Rhonda are SO dedicated to making Chapter E the best it can be. It’s not simply a
statement for them- it is a commitment- I promise you that. And for that to happen, it has to be for all- every participant, or it’s no good. Guys and Gals- let’s have some fun- your kind of fun- whatever that may be. Ever been
to a mud-pie eating contest? No?, well neither have I- but sell it to the Chapter, and if that’s what the Chapter
chooses, I’m game. Start with one key, vital ingredient- PARTICIPATION!! Come to the dinners, come to the
gatherings, come to the team meetings, come to the visitation rides, come to our rides, come to the education opportunities. But please do 2 things- bring any ideas you may have, and come with an open mind. Just come! I
truly believe you will have a great time. You have a lot of money tied up in that bike- get some of it back, in the
form of the pure JOY of riding. I don’t need any kind of recognition or confirmation from anyone. I am normally
a very happy, upbeat individual who loves life and what I’m doing. But I am going to share a goal with you right
now. There is nothing I would like better than to be recognized as one of the Best MEC’s ever! Just so I could say
“This was all made possible by my Participants in Chapter E!!” I can do nothing without you guys. So “Don’t
WHINE- get in line! Don’t WAIT participate!” get out there and give that bike (or whatever your ride choice is ) a
good safety check and let’s blast off to some fun places!
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From the MEC Corner:

PARTICIPATION IS KEY!
**REMEMBER- Ride safe, do not stray. Come back intact to ride another day!**
Submitted By: David Thompson, MEC
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From the MEC Corner:
SC Chapter-E Calendar
We welcome EVERYONE to join us for any of our events, rides or dinners.
ANY make & model, two, three, and four wheels may come. Bring friends too. You just might
have a good time! As you know, things change, sometimes last minute either due to weather,
or another event, or someone had a better idea than I did when I listed our “Upcoming Events”
in this newsletter. For up to date info, please visit our website’s calendar to see what we are
doing.

GWRRA Membership Renewal Reminders for October:
Otis & Mary Crews 10/2017
Tom Plesser
10/2017
Please remember to check your Membership Card for your Anniversary Date –
and make sure your membership is current!

-David Thompson & Rhonda Weed
Membership Enhancement Coordinators
”We’re all about the FUN”!
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Birthdays & Anniversaries:
October BIRTHDAYS:
25th John Crabtree

WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES:
26th Skip and Nadine Wiggins

GWRRA ANNIVERSARIES:
Donna Melcher DiMascio
Paul DiMascio
Kathy Phoenix
Sydney Kresch

10/01/91
10/01/91
10/15/03
10/25/04

(26 Years - WOW!!!)
(26 Years - WOW!!!)
(14 Years)
(13 Years)

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Goodie Store:
Who has lost or misplaced a pin or patch? We have a lot, so we might have what you need!
What’s NEW in GWRRA or SC-E patches, pins and rockers? Ask me!
What do we keep in stock? Two each of the most common GWRRA patches (both color
choices), misc patches, SC hanger pins & Chapter E bars and two different styles of pin locks.

Want something sooner ? Call Susan Kruse at: 864-380-5069
Note: Rider Level Patches are on hand, but must be verified / presented by our
Chapter Educator (Jerry Hill).
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CHAPTER MASCOT (E-Rider’s Corner)

Ruff-Tober! I’ve been Riding and Riding and
Riding for the last month!
Don says I’ve been well over 3500 miles in the
last 30 days… and I believe it! I’ve seen rocks
with stick figures, a funny-good mill, people
from lots of other Chapters, been to the Smokey
Mountains looking for Wings, camping, picnic,
and lots more! Roooo-Rooof!
This month was special for me– I spent a lot of time with Don &
Rhonda. You see, they lost a really, really good friend– and if it
hadn’t been for that good friend of theirs, I probably wouldn’t
be the Chapter-E Mascot right now.
I also know that if it hadn’t been for their good friend Lazer, we
wouldn’t have our Live-Mascot (Lucille) either. So here’s to
their great friend Lazer, who made this little corner of fun possible!
Winger ran off with some lady named Toni
last month… maybe I’ll see him at our next
gathering. Haven’t heard from him, or seen
any pictures: Hope he didn’t blow away
In the bad weather!!?

Until Next Month: Ruff Ruff
E-Rider,
Chapter SC-E Mascot
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Motorist Awareness Program:
Oh my gosh- where does the month go? Seems as if I just wrote
a column for last month’s newsletter, and it’s time to write
another. I have heard it said that we all have a biological clock, If so, I’m sure they speed
up as we get older. With that being said, mine must be spinning so fast, I think it must be
up in Heaven by now, being used for a ceiling fan!! But’ anyway- I hope everyone has had
a safe and fun September. FOOTBALL is back-yaaaayy!- and with that- more crowds in a
hurry to get to a game somewhere. Which- in turn, translates into more potential for
accidents. Please, please take every precaution necessary to avoid being a statistic, if at all
possible. Wear bright colors, wear all the proper gear, do not drive distracted, maintain
the proper distances, stay aware of those around you, and maintain your bike- for safety
and for pride as well. You know you want to ride, so why not come out and ride with
Chapter E. We are like all of GWRRA. We are all about fun and safety. If you are a
GWRRA member, there are tons of free classes and opportunities to make each of us a better and safer rider. If we are in a group, we owe it to ourselves and all those around us to
always be on our “A” game, to help insure the best chance possible for ourselves and others, to have a fun, safe ride for all. That is why I am constantly encouraging everyone to
attend as many of the free, offered classes as they can find time to squeeze in. There is
more, good information there than you can imagine, and it is always presented in a way
to make it interesting and fun. And not just for the rider, but for the co-rider as well.
When you go on a ride with us, you will see how well orchestrated our rides really are.
This is no accident! The ride, the route, the leader, the tail gunner, all stops, and emergency precautions are all gone over prior to departure, to assure that all are on the same
page. Tom Plesser, Sheila Haynes, and myself went to Gaffney a couple weeks back, for a
fund raiser poker run for a young lady who is battling Cancer and struggling with all those
astronomical bills that accompany it. The ride seemed to be very successful, and while I
was proud to see all the response from bikers, some of the things I witnessed concerned
me deeply. The potential for a problem or accident was clearly evident. These are potential problems that are greatly reduced by the training we offer in GWRRA. Our safety standards and alcohol-free policy help to assure as safe a ride as possible, and help to keep us a
family friendly group. Chapter E, like all the other chapters in GWRRA, is always on the go, and I don’t recall a
single accident while on a Chapter ride.
**Any ride is a good ride- as long as you bring back
everyone SAFELY that you left with**
-Submitted by: David Thompson
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History of Rock and Roll: Part-9 Alan Freed & the new DJ’s
Alan Freed knew that spinning records was not enough to make big money. He knew if the teenagers
liked the music, they would love it live even more, especially if the got to meet the Ol' Moondog himself.
He was on solid ground getting into concert promotion. An LA promoter by the name of Ben Waller,
who represented a number of rhythm and blues artists had already experimented. He rented a venue in
Phoenix, Arizona for a three-night show with segregated shows of white, Mexican, and black. The whites
-only was the largest crowd!
So in June of 1952, Freed went to New York to look for talent for his rock and roll dances. He had
already set up a three-show tour, and had drawn 1000-2342 people at each show., doing remote
broadcasts. In August, he tried again in Akron and had 3007 paid admissions, with several 1000
turned away.
Now, more R&B programs were on the radio, anchored by new Djs with such names as “Jocko”,
“John R”,”Daddy”, :Jack the Cat”, “Poppa Stoppa”, and “Hound Dog”. They screamed and howled and
played records you thought could only come from the “other side” of town and told you where to get
them on the “right side”. They stirred up hormones and began the secret society bonding of teenagers
around rock and roll to their parents dismay.
Freed and others such as him were lucky. They were on the scene when things started to happen and
when teenagers were bored with all the pop, hillbilly, and jazz to be heard on the radio. They wanted
something more, something radical, something their parents would hate and their pals and gals would
like.
Some Hillbilly performers had seen what was happening in R&B, notably one by the name of Bill
Haley. He was a failed Country and Western performer who had put out a record called “Rock the Joint”
and it sold 75000 copies, a minor hit. Haley thought it was simply a swing update, nothing more.
But if there was any changes in music, it was in R&B, not the other music on the radio. Blues were
heard everywhere and the genre was growing. And then it happened.
In 1955 a movie was released called “Blackboard Jungle”. One of the songs on the soundtrack and
heard during the movie, was a song called “Rock Around the Clock”. Because one of its stars was a black
actor named Sidney Poitier, it appealed to blacks and whites. And when the song was played, they went
crazy. It was a near riot with dancing and singing and all kind of craziness. It made a star of Haley and
his band, although not for long, but was a huge hit none-the-less, and from that point on, music would
never be the same as Rock and Roll almost overnight took the country by storm, and with it, a new breed
of DJ and music promoter.
But one thing was missing. A white who could sing and perform R&B and sound much like the black
singers who sang it. Into this void stepped a man by the name of Sam Phillips and a company called Sun
Records.
Next: Sam Phillips and Sun Records and the early days.
-Submitted by: Lyle Watson
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Upcoming October Events:
Please Note: Any dates or events are subject to change. For up-to-date info, check the
Chapter E Website Calendar at: SC Chapter-E Calendar
03 Visitor’s Dinner (Letter N): Steak-N-Shake, 499 Congaree Rd., Greenville (6:00p)
07 Ride: To Visit Ch.G & Ch.J **(DOUBLE POINTS)** Join us for one or both Chapter Visits if you can. Don & I will
travel
by interstate on four wheels. We will DEPART at 7:30am from QuickTrip, 200 Harrison Bridge Rd.,
Simpsonville
and arrive by 11:00am to Ch.G at Logan’s Roadhouse, 211 Azalea Square Blvd., Summerville. Then
afterwards, on to Ch.J, arriving by 5:30pm at Denny’s, 124 Loyola Dr., Myrtle Beach
10 Gathering & Visitor’s Dinner (Letter P): Papa’s & Beer Mexican Restaurant, 317 Haywood Rd., G’ville (6pm)
10 Mississippi Rally in Gulfport Mississippi Rally Oct 12th - 14th.
12 Chapter I Clemson Gathering: Peppino’s Pizza & Italian Restaurant, 12020 N. Radio Station Rd., Seneca
14 Ride: To Maggie Valley, NC to attend the Spyder Adventures Rally 2017. Admission is $5. Hopefully, Jimmy
will lead our one day ride if he’s not at work. See website calendar for ride details closer to event day.
17 Visitor’s Dinner (Letter O): O’Charleys, 617 Fairview Rd., Simpsonville (6:00p)
21 Ride: To Visit Ch.S **(DOUBLE POINTS)** Ronnie’s Buffet, 2067 Wilson Rd., Newberry, SC
See website calendar for ride details closer to event day.
21 Halloween Party with Ch.F at Elk’s Lodge, 7700 Pelham Rd., Greenville (6:00p - 9:00p)
Bring a covered dish to share with everyone and wear a costume to have even more fun!
22 Ride: To Visit Ch.S for BINGO **(DOUBLE POINTS)** See website calendar for details.
24 Visitor’s Dessert (Letter Q): Dairy Queen, 1806 W Blue Ridge Dr, Greenville
24 Team Meeting: Dairy Queen immediately following Visitor’s Dessert (Approximately 7:00pm)
26 Region A Rally in Eufaula, Alabama **LAST REGION “A” RALLY EVER**
Region A Rally - Oct 26th - 28th.
30 Monday Visitor’s Dinner (Letter R): See website calendar for location details closer to event day.
31 Happy Halloween - Enjoy going Trick-Or-Treating and / or handing out candy to the kids!
Nov. 2-4 Region N Rally in Johnson City, TN **LAST REGION “N” RALLY EVER**
Region N Rally - Nov 2nd - 4th.
Visitors Dinners / Deserts: All are welcome and you can bring friends & family too ! Meet 6:00pm and eat at 6:30pm.
Ch.E RIDES & Events: Everyone is welcome to join us! Two, three or four wheels ok… Any make & model too !!!
**ALL Rides & Events: As we all know, LIFE HAPPENS, and things change. The weather can change quickly,
good or bad. Or maybe an opportunity came up to ride with fellow GWRRA friends, so we changed the plans.
Whatever the case may be, updates will be sent out by email, listed on our Facebook page and our website’s
calendar. Please check them often for ride details or something fun to do with us!

